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63. BRUNO MARS - Alligator It's hard not to think of prolific artist and producer Bruno Mars when you hear the name Alligator. More than the jazz fusion ambient vibe of his debut, 2011's Unorthodox Jukebox, Alligator is his most dance-pop album to date. It's definitely a lot more poppy and upbeat than Unorthodox Jukebox was.
And yet, one of the albums two biggest albums, the mega-hits Grenade and the title track, are centered around a lullaby that recalls Matty Matlock's cold bedroom tunes in 50s Britain. Bruno Mars is a reclusive musical creation. On Alligator, the guy stops acting like an eccentric musical nut and is now the talented producer of a

high-profile group. Considering that, Alligator is a success on so many levels and an upbeat, positive record at that. 75. JONAS BROTHERS - Aëme Loca Aëme Loca is the good kind of pop. It's not afraid to tell it how it is and express itself emotionally. Even in a record full of sing-a-longs, the song of the year is the Latin pop-infused
Amame Ya . The Jonas Brothers seem to have found their own sound on the album that is a little more stripped down and heartfelt than the dance-pop they cut their teeth on. It's not exactly a departure from the last couple albums, but it certainly takes the Brothers in a new direction. Their lyrics have a depth that they've never

had before, and the sound reflects that. (Plus, I still have a soft spot for brothers with Indian last names.) 28. SAVAGES - Snakes and Arrows The Cranberries were at their best when they mixed art-pop smarts with pop-punk energy and angst. (Their final self-titled album was a perfect encapsulation of that approach.) The Portland,
Oregon, band, Savages, thankfully didn't take the songwriting approach the Cranberries were known for on the first two albums, and then went in a different direction, as Jeremy Jay and Keith Morris released their debut album Snakes and Arrows this summer.
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There are so many factoids that will scare you off of hearing this album. First, Neil Young album
are mostly soundscapes that include a variety of instruments like strings, piano, keyboard, etc.
Secondly, the album was recorded using vintage-sounding equipment and meticulously ordered

and edited. For the fans who long to have every little detail like a line of them recorded
simultaneously, and who long to hear the best-in-class sound quality but rarely do, this album

may or may not make up for such troubles. Do I recommend this album? Yes I do, not only
because of the excellent sound quality, but also his distinctive songwriting. The only change to

the previous release, Hard Knock Life, is that a previously released song, The Clipse's Get
Hypnotized, has been remixed. Apart from getting a "Get Hypnotized: 2" version, the remix is
an awesome beat and was composed by Grafh (Kid Cudi, Jay Electronica) but still retains the
original essence of the song. This box set is a dream come true for hip-hop heads and one of
the more difficult multi-disc albums to put together for my readers. I’ve always enjoyed rap

albums but have never been an advocate of boxed sets. But Def Jam Recordings never fails to
deliver a good product and Eminem’s Eminem & Dr. Dre presents Eminem’s & XXX previously

released as a two-disc single. There’s a lot of interesting material here and I’m going to offer all
I can provide to interested collectors and listeners. It’s as follows: The previously released

single, XX, comes in a deluxe box set that includes a 56-page hardcover book and 2 CDs. The
contents of the book contain 10 original records, the XX singles and 10 demo records, plus a

collection of photographs from the XX era. 5ec8ef588b
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